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Recently, co-seismic seismic source characterization based on GPS measurements has been completed in
near- and far-field with remarkable results. However, the accuracy of the ground displacement
measurementinferredfromGPSphaseresidualsisstilldependingofthedistributionofsatellitesinthesky.
Wetesthereamethod,basedonthedoubledifference(DD)computationsofLineofSight(LOS),thatallows
detecting 3D co-seismic ground shaking. The DD method is a quasi-analytically free of most of intrinsic
errors affecting GPS measurements. The seismic waves presented in this study produced DD amplitudes 4
and 7 times stronger than the background noise. The method is benchmarked using the GEONET GPS
stations recording the Hokkaido Earthquake (2003 September 25th, Mw58.3).
O
ur capability to characterize both the seismic wave propagation and the seismic sources depends on the
quality (accuracy and variety) of the datasets available. Sincethe 1970s, seismic networkswere deployed
to achieve these goals at the global scale
1,2. The rise of broadband and very-broadband seismometers
allowedtremendousprogress.Thesenetworksmademanydiscoveriespossible,amongstwhichanisotropy,study
of the core-mantle boundary, mapping of subducting plates in the mantle, etc. Nowadays, the rising cost of
operations and the difficulty of accessing best locations for new sites, make it arduous to expand these networks
muchfurther.GPSreceiver,withitscheaperinstallationandmaintenance,offersanalternativetoseismicsensors
when it comes to the collection data in the range of periods from 10 to 200 seconds. Other advantages of GPS
receiverare1)thatitdoesnothaveinstrumentresponse,2)thatitdoesnotclipduringstrongmotionand3)thatit
provides ground motion time-series in displacement. The challenges of integrating the acceleration or velocity
records
3 are thus avoided. If the GPS waveforms were demonstrated to be as reliable as seismic waveforms, they
could be integrated into global Earth tomographies at long-period (T520 seconds or more).
Today, a few studies using GPS take advantages of GPS waveforms. Mostly, daily processing studies rather
focusonthestudyofcoseismic(firstdays)
4topost-seismic(firstweekstomonths)deformation
5innear-andfar-
field (distance larger than rupture length), and with remarkable results. These successes caused us to forget that
the accuracy of the ground deformation measurements rely on the distribution of satellites. For positions
computed over hours or days, the distribution of satellites is not an issue because the precise orbits help defining
an average daily position using the satellites that are visible during the sideral day. Nevertheless, for shorter
periods (minutes to hours), the lack of satellites in the sky might decrease the quality of the solutions. This effect
canbeseenwhencomputingstaticdisplacementacrossveryshortsessions,butmightbeevenmorecriticalwhen
GPS waveforms are computed. Yet recent studies showed that GPS receivers with high rate capabilities (e.g., 1Hz
sampling rate) are sensitive to ground motion induced by seismic events including the 2002 Denali
6–9, the 2003
Tokachi-Oki
10,11, the 2003 San Simeon
12, 13, the 2004 Sumatra-Andaman
14, the 2008 Iwate-Miyagi Nairiku
15, the
2010MauleEarthquake
16earthquakes.Insomecases,GPSobservationscollectedwerepositivelycorrelatedtoco-
located seismic records.
TheeventsdetectedbyGPSstationsaregenerallylarge(Mw.6.0).ThisisduetothereducedGPSsensitivityto
ground displacement compared to seismometers, as well as to most networks being designed to survey contin-
ental deformation (with a spacing of 40 km or more). There is no theoretical limitation to the detection of small
events (Mw , 6.0). GPS phase aliasing (related to internal receiver filtering) appears to be the main parameter in
reducingthesensitivityofGPStodescribegroundvibrations
17.Tominimizethiseffect,operatorsconvertedtheir
network to high sampling rate (1Hz or more). Today, a growing number of GPS receivers could be converted to
1Hz sampling rate (Figure 1) at minimal cost (change of telemetry), which encourages the support of seismic
studies using long-period (Period T. 20s) GPS waveforms.
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SCIENTIFIC REPORTS | 1 : 44 | DOI: 10.1038/srep00044 1DemonstratingthattheGPSisatleastasreliableasseismicsensors
requires 1) to calibrate successfully GPS waveforms against seismic
records, 2) to address computational issue(s) that could affect the
GPS accuracies, and 3) to reliably detect small amplitude ground
vibrations at long distance (500 km or more i.e. distance that is
comparable with previous works
7).
So far, some intrinsic errors have limited the reliability of records:
the propagation of the GPS signal through the ionosphere and tro-
posphere; satellite visibility; the clock delay; local site obstacles such
asthemultipathproducedbyreflectionand/ordiffractionoftheGPS
signalat the receiver site environment; and lastly, the accuracy of the
displacement time-series. Because of these, GPS has failed to be
integrated with seismic data into global tomographies
18 yet. These
issues, though, have been solved, and time-series of daily solutions
produced,already.Mostoftheeffects,relatedtothepropagationGPS
signals from the satellite to the site, are now eluded by the use of
adequate data analysis based on a GPS network approach
19,20. These
methodsarebasedontheregionalspatialfiltering
21or/andthemodi-
fied sidereal filtering (MSF)
22.
In this study, we investigate the impact of a low number of satel-
lites in the sky on the shape of GPS waveforms. We then test a new
method to study seismic waves in 1Hz GPS time series based on the
well-known computation of GPS double difference (DD) (see
Methodology section). This allows for the detection of 3D ground
shaking produced by surface wave propagation. The method is
benchmarked using the GEONET
23,24 GPS stations recording the
Hokkaido Earthquake (2003 September 25th, Mw58.3, Figure 2).
The source mechanism was favourable for surface waves generation,
and local static displacement at the epicentre was estimated at
around 5–9 methers
10,25,26.
Results
Daily processing is efficient at eliminating most of the GPS uncer-
tainties (see Introduction). Hence, we processed the GPS data col-
lected during the hours following the 2003 Hokkaido event (the data
processing is described in detail in the Methodology section). We
then extracted the residuals (LC ionosphere-free) from the daily
solutions for each line-of-sight (LOS), to recover the motion of each
site. The phase residuals correspond to all the phase changes that
cannot be explained by the motion of satellites above the network.
We use them to extract the short-lived disturbances of the phase
received across the network. This methodology has already been
applied to the study of volcanic atmospheric plumes in order to
constrain the troposphere variations with respect to the standard
atmospheric model used during the GPS processing
27,28. In that case,
Figure 2 | USGS Location of the main shock (black star). GEONET
permanentsitesareindicatedwithsquareswhileInternationalGPSService
(IGS) sites are symbolized using triangles. A black circle indicates the
location of the GEOSCOPE station INU.
Figure 1 | Global high-rate GPS network operating today. Among the Global GPS network 1905 GPS sites providing data on a daily basis to SOPAC
archive
42, we highlight the GPS sites that belong to the NTRIP (red triangles) and IGS (black circles) networks that are recording freely available 1Hz
data. For clarity reasons, the GEONET, Plate Boundary Observatory (10001 sites) and BARD
43–45 networks are not fully plotted on this map.
www.nature.com/scientificreports
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the GPS receivers were not moving during the explosions, the phase
residuals were fully attributed to the presence of the volcanic plume.
The problem we address here is similar in that the GPS phase is
changed. But not by a volcanic plume; here it is the receiver’s change
ofpositionsthataffecttheGPSphase.Eachphasechangeisvalidfora
LOS (defined by the azimuth and elevation angles of one satellite
from a given site).
Thenumber ofLOSresidualhistories equalsthenumbersof satel-
lites visible at a single site. We use all the LOS residual histories
available to compute the East, North and Vertical motion (E,N,U)
at a given time:
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where the u, v and w are the components of the unit vector of each
satelliteLOSandwthephasechangeinthedirectionofLOS(e.g.
17).l
is the wavelength of the residuals carrier.
Following this approach, the quality of the displacement time-
series inferred from the inversion of residuals in the line-of-sight
(LOS) do rely on the distribution of the satellites in the sky
(Figure 3 shows these distributions of satellites for various sites) at
the time of the seismic wave arrival at the site. As the GPS system is
based on the time arrival of the GPS signal at the receiver, if fewer
satellitesarelocatedalongaNorth-Southazimuththeaccuracyofthe
north-south component will be affected. The quality of the ground
displacement solutions willbefunction of aparameter thatdescribes
the geometry of the tetrahedrons defined by 3 satellites and a site.
Closer to 90 degrees the angles of tetrahedron will be, better the
solutions will be. We build an operator that we name K, which is
the average of all the mixed products of LOS unit vectors we can
create at a site:
K ~
1
N
X N
1
~ u|~ v ðÞ :~ w ð1Þ
where N is the maximal number of triplets and~ u,~ v, ~ w are the three
unitvectorsofthreegivensatellitesLOS.Theequation(1)saysthatin
the best conditions (elevation angle 5 0; no masks), K51.
Figure 3 | Skyview plot of the satellites above the sites 0051, 0222, 0292, MIZU and TSKB at the time of the seismic waves passage. The satellite
configuration is not optimal because the number of satellites is limited along the axis N0/N180. Although, this lack of satellites is not due to a satellite
trackingissue,becausethepositionofsatellitevarylittlefromsitetosite(over300 kmdistance).Allsiteswillhavepooraccuracyonthenorthcomponent
of the vibration as there are very few sites in the quadrants N135-N225 and N315-N45
www.nature.com/scientificreports
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are usually not considered in the processing, the value of K can only
be , 1. a is the maximum value for K in our computing:
a ~ u0 !|v0 !    : w0  ! ð2Þ
The value of K ranges from 0 (all the satellites are aligned along a
perfectlineinthesky)toabestpossiblevalue(K,0.93inthecaseof
thedistributiondescribedinTable1).Atthetimeoftheseismicwave
propagation in Japan, the value of K does not exceed 0.25, one of the
lowest values for that day (Figure 4).
The analysis showing the frequency content of the LOS residuals
showed phase residuals could be used to recover ground motion
(Figure 5). In Figure 6, we compare the motion recovered for the site
0292 with the seismic records of the GEOSCOPE
1 very-broadband
(STS-1
29,30) seismometer located in INUyama, Japan (Figure 2). The
seismicrecordshavebeencorrectedfrominstrumentsresponse(into
displacement) and decimated to 1Hz. The distance between the
two sites is , 10 km. As we consider periods ranging from 30
to 50 seconds, we do not expect any difference in the motion of the
two sites.
The agreement between both sets of horizontal records
(Figure 6) is not optimal (RMSeast 5 9.7310
22, RMSnorth 5 5.8710
22,
RMS ~
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1
N
synth { data
data
   2
s
with N 5 400). The horizontal
amplitudes are not fully recovered by the inversion of the GPS LOS.
Even so, the phase of the east component is in good agreement with
the phase of the east component of the seismic record. The phases
andamplitudesrecoveredforthenorthcomponentarenotmatching
Table 1 | Component of a triplet of vectors in our computation
(minimum elevation of 15 degrees above the horizon). The max-
imum value of K for this triplet is , 0.93.
Unit vector Azimuth (u) Elevation (u)
~ u0 01 5
~ v0 90 15
~ w0 90 90
Figure 4 | Potential GPS constellation for three IGS (AIRA, MIZU and
TSKB) sites located in Japan during the DOY 268 (25 September 2003).
The sites are respectively indicated using gray, red and black lines. We
characterize this potential by plotting the number of satellites visible at
each site (top panel) and the parameter K (computed every 15 min)at the
site 0292 (lower panel) during the day. At the time of the earthquake
(verticalredline)thenumberofsatellitesavailableoverJapaniscloseto10
satellites. Still, we stress that the orientation of these satellites is important
too. The parameter K (see text for an accurate description) at the time of
theseismicwavepropagation isnotclose(K,0.2)tothetheoretical value
ofK(,0.93). Weindicate the maximal theoretical value withahorizontal
red line on the lower panel).
Figure 5 | Periodograms of the residual time-series of the satellite PRN 4
at the site 0292. The seismic signal is only visible in the period range
10–80swithastrongestamplitudeinthe,30–50s(20to35mHz)period
range.
www.nature.com/scientificreports
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agreement (phase match) for east direction which is better con-
strained by the satellites positions in the sky (Table 2). The vertical
GPS component compares well (RMSvert 5 2.3210
22,N 5400) with
the vertical component of the seismic sensor. We attribute the slight
phasedelay between thetwo time-series toan effectof the band-pass
Butterworth filter used to produce the seismic time-series. We com-
pare the frequency content of both seismic and GPS vertical compo-
nents(Figure 7).Whiletheagreementisgoodinthefrequencyrange
from0.0125to0.1 Hz(10to80seconds),unexpectedhighamplitude
noise is visible for longer periods. We have not fully explained such
discrepancy yet.
WeshowedthatthelimitationsoftheGPSaredueatleastpartially
to the distribution of the satellites in the sky. We need to set up a
processing strategy that enables us to estimate the ground motion
whateverthenumberofvisiblesatellitesandtheirdistributionsinthe
sky are. This methodology must enable the detection of both static
motions close to seismic ruptures but also of ground displacements
produced by propagation of surface waves, namely Rayleigh and
Love waves.
Our approach is based on the computation of the double differ-
ence (DD) from a pair of satellites and stations (Figure 8). GPS
processing packages commonly use this method for computing
GPSdatabecauseitallowsworkingwithfewsatellites.TheDDallows
aninstantaneousquasianalyticalreductionofthemajorerrors(iono-
sphere, troposphere and clocks delays) assumingmost of the errors
are seen by the other components of the DD (satellite or site) at the
same time.
Here,inordertoprovethesensitivityofDDtogroundmotion,we
employed2GPSstations(sites0051and0222)locatedinthefarfield
at , 6u from the epicenter (Figure 2). We picked these two sites
because they are located on a small circle and their DD residuals
are expected to be minimal. Success with theses two stations will
make our experiment meaningful for all the other pairs of stations.
We detected oscillations for all the stations at the expected time of
seismic arrival at the sites. We focused on the two sites (0051 and
0222), 128 kilometers apart (Figure 2), along the propagation front.
We show all DD residuals between the 2 sites in Figure 9. We have
compared the Fourier spectra of GPS DD residuals with and without
seismic transients. During the hour including the earthquake occur-
rence, we observe a strong peak between 20 and 35 mHz (T , 30 to
50s) (Figure 10).
Our next aim wastodetermine whether the GPSDD observations
are related to the seismic source only, or to some other process (such
as site effect, monument oscillation, etc.) as well. We thus performed
atest,comparingtheDDobservationswithsyntheticDD.Inorderto
obtain synthetic DD, we first computed the synthetic waveforms
expectedattheGPSsitesbyusingacombineddiscrete-wavenumber
and reflectivity method
31–33. This is completed by combining syn-
thetic seismograms computed using a CMT solution
34, and a crustal
model (Table 3) from a regional average of the global tomography
35.
Figure 6 | Results of the inversion computed for the 0292 site (Figure 2).
We compare the time-series of GPS displacement (in red) with the
seismogramsrecordedattheGEOSCOPEsiteINU(inblack).Wenotethat
while the agreement between the two sets of waveforms is reasonable for
eastern and vertical components it could be more problematic for the
northern one. Instrument responses have been provided by GEOSCOPE.
Both datasets have been band-pass filtered between 30 and 50 seconds (20
and 35 mHz) according to the periodogram presented in Figure 5.
Table 2 | Positions of the satellites visible from the site 0292 at the
time of the seismic wave arrival.
PRN Az (deg. N) Elevation (deg.)
4 118.95 49.52
8 127.90 21.93
10 290.72 48.10
13 42.77 22.80
17 309.21 17.49
24 357.60 79.12
27 92.48 28.88
29 213.30 28.70
Table 3 | Crustal structure used in the numerical simulation
ThicknessD (km) a(km/s) b(km/s) r(g/m
3)
11 5.65 3.43 2.68
9 6.55 3.70 2.90
10 7.16 3.84 3.06
halfspace 7.98 4.47 3.31
www.nature.com/scientificreports
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the seismic moment of , 3 3 10
21 Nm, the source depth of 13 km,
and the focal mechanism: strike 234u, Dip 7u, and Rake 103u.
The synthetic ground displacements are then converted into syn-
thetic DD residuals (Sk
i) by projecting the local motion (E, N and
U) onto the LOS of the satellite that is defined by the unit vector
(u,v,w):
Sk
i ~ E:u z N:v z U:w ð3Þ
The synthetic seismic DD, Skl
ij, is using four projections created at
two sites k and l:
Skl
ij ~
1
lLC
Sk
i { Sl
i
  
{ Sk
j { Sl
j
  
ð4Þ
where lLC is the wave length of the LC signal (, 48cm per cycle) and
S
y
x theseismicvibration154projectedalongtheLOSbetweensatellite
x and the satellite y.
We compare the synthetic residuals Skl
ij with the observed phase
time-series (Figure 11). All seismic and GPS waveforms have been
Figure 7 | Comparison of the time-frequency estimates of a) Seismic data and b) GPS Data. Time-frequency amplitudes are calculated using
the s-transform
46 (resolution factor51) and are normalized using the maximum amplitude for each frequency near the event arrival time. Relative
arrival times of the peak amplitudes (c) are picked from both seismic and GPS data. Good correlation is found in the 15–50 second (0.015–0.07Hz)
period band.
Figure 8 | Schematicillustrationofthegroundshakingpropagatingalongthesurfaceandperturbingfourray-pathsarrivingatthetwoGPSsitesiand
j. The four residuals of the four signals received at site i and j are computed using GAMIT
36. Because Rayleigh waves are not arriving at the same time to
both sites, the residuals of the Double Difference are not equal to zero.
www.nature.com/scientificreports
SCIENTIFIC REPORTS | 1 : 44 | DOI: 10.1038/srep00044 6Figure 9 | Examples of the residuals observed on the DD between the benchmarks 0222 and 0051 and each couple of satellite (as in the sketch of
Figure 8). The wavelength of the LC combination is , 48 cm per cycle. Time is indicated in seconds. Pseudo-Range numbers (PRN) are indicated for
each DD.
www.nature.com/scientificreports
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quencysignatureofthetransientdisplacement(Figure10).Thegood
agreement between the observed and the predicted residuals
(Table 4) confirms that the DD are detecting seismic surface waves
at around 700 km from the epicentre. We list the values of the RMS
in Table 4.
Discussion
We show that GPS inversion of phases in the local reference (East,
North and Vertical directions) is limited by the distribution of the
GPS constellation. The start of the GALILEO program, by adding
more satellites in the sky, brings great hopes in the matter.
Additionally, we show that the inversion of phases is meant to be
limited to the local reference frame (East, North, Up) but could be
expanded to the reference frame defined by the LOS of the visible
satellites, using the DD method.
Whatever its capability to recover local motion histories (East,
North, Vertical components), GPS can provide constraints by using
LOS residuals within DD geometry. We suggest that GPS observa-
tions can provide additional constraints on the seismic moment.
This successful comparison between synthetic ground displace-
ment and the DD GPS observations suggests that the use of GPS
networks in regional or even global tomographies is possible. Our
methodology also offers an opportunity to improve the GPS sens-
itivity to ground shaking, and constitutes a powerful tool for a better
understanding of long-period geophysical processes through the
lithosphere.
In validating the comparison between a seismic 1D model and the
GPS observations, we suggest the GPS might now be considered a
supplement to broadband seismic networks. Furthermore, GPS net-
works could provide complementary constraints on the surface dis-
placementbyincreasingthespatialresolutionoftheobservedsurface
wave fronts and/or to the kinematic rupture modeling. The agree-
mentbetweendataandsyntheticssuggeststhatDDcanbeintegrated
in tomographic problems instead of fixed local three components,
taking advantage of the higher sensitivity of DDs.
Methods
Daily Data processing. To test the sensitivity of the network to lateral motion, we
select GPS receivers located approximately at 700 km radius from the epicentre
(indicated by a circle in Figure 2). Working with such sub-network configuration
allows for detecting both the arrival time of the surface waves, and the wave polarity
and amplitude variations with the site.
The local permanent GPS stations (KSMV, MIZU, TSKB, USUD, YSSK [not on
Figure 2, N47.03, E142.72] in Figure 2 belonging to the International GPS Service
(IGS) have been integrated in the analysis to stabilize the processing using accurate
orbits.
All calculation have been completed using the GAMIT/GLOBK Tool suite
36, 37,
following a standard procedure for large static networks (the network is not affected
by co-seismic offsets) We have extracted residuals that could not be explained by
tides, GPS constellation cycle slip, or tropospheric and ionospheric perturbations.
In order to minimize the noise due to the very low elevation LOS, the minimal
elevation angle was fixed at 15 degrees above the horizon and the ambiguity reso-
lution was done assuming a baseline length lower than 500 km. The troposphere
delay was estimated using the standard meteorologicalmodel
38 but as the weather is
supposed to be constant during the wave propagation over the network, we do not
expectoscillationinthecomputedGPSwaveforms.Additionally,wehaveusedtheLC
(ionospherefree)frequency,whichminimizestheeffectoftheionosphereontheGPS
observables, and assures the results are free of high frequency post-seismic per-
turbation taking place in the ionosphere
39,40.
The double difference. A Double Difference (DD) is computed using signals from
two given satellites received at two selected stations. The residuals on the DD are the
difference between the residual phases of four signals received at two different
stations.TheDDarenotorientedinthelocalreferenceframebutinareferenceframe
definedbythefourlinesofsightofthetwosatellitesatthetwoGPSreceivers.TheDD
represents the sum of displacements of two sites seen by two different satellites. For
each couple of available sites, the residual on the double difference between two sites
has been investigated. The final DD residuals w L1=L2 ðÞ
kl
ij can be described as follows:
w L1=L2 ðÞ
kl
ij ~
fL 1=L2 ðÞ
c
drl
j { drk
j z drk
i { drl
i
  
z ekl
ij ð5Þ
wheredrl
j istheresidualdistancebetweenthestationjandthesatellitel,cthespeedof
lightandfthefrequenciesofthesignalforthetwocarrierfrequencies L1andL2.ekl
ij is
a scalar number comprising the unmodeled processes (orbits errors, troposphere,
ionosphere, noise on the measurement, etc).
Figure 10 | Frequency spectra of the residuals presented in Figure 9. a) Amplitudes of the Fourier spectra of the GPS residuals computed for data
recorded before the seismic wave arrival. Peak frequencies are located below 25mHz. b)Amplitudes of the Fourier spectra of the GPS residuals plotted in
Figure 9. Peak frequencies are located around 30mHz.
Table 4 | RMS of synthetic DD plotted on Figure 11. The number of
observations N5400. RMS formula is given in the text.
DD RMS
04-08 0.0715
10-04 0.0526
10-08 0.1339
13-04 0.1426
13-08 0.1700
13-10 0.0734
24-04 0.0083
24-08 0.0543
24-10 0.0557
24-13 0.1574
www.nature.com/scientificreports
SCIENTIFIC REPORTS | 1 : 44 | DOI: 10.1038/srep00044 8Figure 11 | GPS Observables plotted in Figure 9 compared with synthetics. The data and the synthetic data are filtered by using a bandpass filter
0.020 – 0.035Hz. This bandpass filter is in agreement with the spectra made using unfiltered GPS residuals data (Figure 10). There is a good matching
between the residuals GPS filtered data and the filtered seismic time-series.
www.nature.com/scientificreports
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errors. Finally, we computed the ionosphere free residual W LC ðÞ
kl
ij from L1 and L2
carrier residuals
41.
W LC ðÞ
kl
ij ~ LL1 w
kl
ij
  
L1
z LL2 w
kl
ij
  
L2
Wkl
ij representsthesumofallprocessesnotmodeledsuchasthemeasurementnoiseof
the GPS receiver.
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